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Date: Scorer: Attest: 
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GOLD/RED m 65.9/116 
COMBO w 70.7/122 357 306 340 423 30 144 336 135 448 2791 

6 2 8  10111/28  16 14 4 GO  /  ED COMBO 
HANDICAP 

One of the most difficult holes on the course, the tee shot 
demands precision as the hinny narrorn the farther the ball 
travels and the long hitters can reach the hazard. This is 
also necessary to help with the approach shot which requires 
a forced cony to an elevated green that runs away from 
the golfer. 

Par 4 

BLUE 	72.2/128 416 385 380 530 373 196 417 182 472 3351 

WHITE Men 70.3/125 
Women 75.91134  39813711353150813421171137611531460 

Men 64.5/112 RED 	 357 306 306 423 278 129 336 115 379 Women 69.1/118 
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410 195 420 517 192 323 385 482 420 3344 6695 

400 178 398 490 168 299 368 463 394 3158 6290 
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Water, water, everywhere. A pond in front, a lake to the 
I 
	I

right and a stream to the left help to make this 
long par 3 the most difficult on the course. In 

	

Par 
	addition, the green's false front and sole bunker demands 

	

' 	a correct dub selection on the tee. 

	

ipl
Par 

	

aft 

Another precise tee shot is required as the severely 
sloping left to right fairway brings the right rough 
and bunker into play. The inevitable side hill fie 

approach so be sure to evade the front right 
bunker of this relatively flat green. 

or the second shot will encourage a left to right 

13 

	A definite three shot hole. Even for the long hitters the risk is too 
great to go for it in MO. The second shot should favor the light side 
of the hill short of the fairway bunker. Anything that comes up short 
on the left will be blocked from the green by the tree line. The small Par S green is well protected by the largest bunker on the course. 

14 
Par 3 

The depth of the green makes this par three very difficult to 

hit. Don't miss long as anything over the green runs down 
the hill into healthy, thick rough that leaves a chip back to 
a green that runs away from you. 

C Long hitters will do better leaving the driver 

a 	in the bag and anything on the left side brings 

Par 4 rough, trees and bunkers into play. 

Par 4 

The fairway slopes severely from right to left so favor 
the right side from the tee. Any drive long and left 
brings the trees and bunkers into play on the second 
shot The flat green is very accessible from the fairway 
which makes this a good birdie hole. 

With a tree lined fairway on both sides, precision is I 7 	required off the tee. A long and accurate drive will 
make this par 5 very reachable in two but come up 
short on your approach and greenside bunkers can 

Par 5  turn that potendal birdie in to a probable bogey. 

A demanding finishing hole. The tee shot must dear 

Par 4 
1 8 	

the creek 
long iron uphill approach to a large green protected 

ask auveoeisdinAitshewislltalgeteredributiwnkitehnalemftida;de  

by the front left bunker. 



3 
Par 4 

tree on the left will block approach shots from.  tThhe If 
e large 

tree 
down the right side to the sloping fairway.  

rough making the best approach to the green from the right. 
For the second shot, be sure to take the change in elevation 
into account The shot plays shorter than the yardage. 

Long hitter, will need to play an iron from the tee as the fairway runs out at 

2 

	

	about 250 yards. Aim well left as the fairway slopes steeply towards the 
water and the rough can be relatively thin. The downhill lie from the 

Par 4 fairway to an elevated green makes the green hard to hold and 
encourages a slice wards RN large bunkers and the stream on the ri 

Grip it and rip it off the tee, though certainly 

you should favor the left side. The green is very 
accessible il you stay dear of the front right 

bunker, but don't miss long. 

Tong bitters need to be aware of the drainage ditch on the right side over did'''. Anything on the left side of 
the fairway is good. The small green is well protected by bunkers, Oh and thick rough. 

Par a putting surface for the third shot 
, bunker 100 yards from the green given the best access to the 

A lay up to the middle of the fairway and short of the left side fairway 

A nice sad right to left shot starting up the right 

side ol the fairway will put long hitters in great 

Par 4  qllNiWPe  position for the approach to this two tiered green. 

6 	
The wind sped and Mrection for the day can change this 

par three from a short iron to a fairway wood off the tee. 

Make sure you use enough dub. The left side bunker is more 

Par 3  penal than the rough behind. 

7  

The toughest driving hole on the front. Vining over the trees on the  

Offlagara 

 right brings the rough into play. Aiming down the left side brings the 
large trees into play.A good ere shot leaves you with an approach from 

I Par 4 	 around 150 yards. The green is well guarded by mo bunkers, a veep 
slope to the right and a mound in back. 

Twin Lakes 
6201 Union Mill Road, 

Clifton, VA 20124 

703-631-9099 

Rules and Policies 
USGA Rules govern play except where 
modified by local rules. 
Proper golf attire and soft spikes are required. 
Please observe the golf cart rule for the day. 
Yardage markers are measured to the center of 
the green. 
Carts must remain on the paths on all par 3's 
and around tees and greens. 
Players are requested to repair ball marks and 
divots and rake sand bunkers. 
Players must maintain the pace of play as 
directed by staff. 

Yardage Markers 
Gold - 250, Blue - 200, White - 150, Red - 100 

Pin Placement 

Blue - Back, White - Middle, Red - Front 

Par 4 

I 4 

The Lakes Course 

it 	A solid tee shot to a very accessible green makes this 

a routine par three or even a birdie hole. Don't let the 
I 	ti 	water intimidate you. Rack pin placement will bring large 
Par 3 bunker: into play. 

A tee shot over the hill makes this an easily reachable par S 
for the long hitters. If you are going to lay up, make every 
effort to reach the top of the second hill as this will give 
you a view of the green and bunkers, greatly simplifying Par 5 	 the third shot 

9 oat 
rAudubon Society 

Northern Virginia 

Certified Wildlife Sanctuary 

cgTWIN LAKES 

Thank you for visiting Twin Lakes! 
CO 4/21 DESIGNER GOLF SCORECARDS 81313-453-4183 
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